


ESTHER FERRER. THREADS OF TIME

Synopsis
Forty years after the performance that the artist Esther Ferrer (Donostia, 1937) carried out
with her colleagues from the ZAJ Group in 1978, in the context of the collective creation Il
treno di John Cage - Alla ricerca del silenzo perduto in Bologna, occupying the space with
threads, we once again get on a train with Esther to make a trip that will reactivate the
memory of many of her performances, almost always related to the measurement of time,
the body and age, the gender perspective and, above all , with the vision of a free woman.
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All the photographs and videos included belong to the personal archive of Esther Ferrer
and have been used with her permission or, where appropriate, that of their corresponding
authors, except for a fragment of the film “Il treno di John Cage”, kindly lent by the Archivo
Nazionale Cinema Impresa - Centro Sperimentale di Cinematografia de Ivrea-Torino.

The musical pieces belong to Tom Johnson and have been used with his permission and
that of Editions 75, owner of the rights of synchronization and reproduction.
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- Siluetas (with Juan Hidalgo), Theatre de la Bastille, París, 1983, Mathilde Ferrer
- The first half hour, Theatre de la Bastille, París, 1983, Mathilde Ferrer
- The things, LeLiueu, Quebec, 1993, F. Bergeron
- Mallarmé revisited, Festival Polyphonix, Hommage à John Cage, Centre Pompidou, París, 1992, Jean-
Pierre Sonolet
- Like a song, Museo Vostel, Malpartida, Cáceres, 1983, Concha Jerez
- Performance at various speeds, Performance Festival at Giswill (Suiza), 1998, R. Schill
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- Il treno di John Cage, 1978, unknown authorship
- Video for performance, International Video Festival, San Sebastián, 1983, Guadalupe Echevarria
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- Walking is the way, 2ème Festival International d’Art Vidéo et Performances en Palestine en collaboration 
avec “Les instants vidéo” de Marseille, 2011, Guido’Lu
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- Knock on wood, unreleased recording, Ensemble 0, Tabakalera, Donostia, 2019
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Presentation note

The  documentary  Esther  Ferrer:  Threads  of  Time—made  thanks  to  one  of  the
Multiverso  Grants for  Video  Art  Creation  of  the  BBVA Foundation/Bilbao  Fine  Arts
Museum in the 2018 call for applications— surveys the career of the artist Esther Ferrer
(San Sebastián, 1937), one of the great Spanish creators in the performance genre and
winner of the 2008 National Fine Arts Award and the 2014 Velázquez Award. 

The film was made by a multidisciplinary team coordinated by Josu Rekalde (Amorebieta-
Etxano, Bizkaia, 1959), an artist, full professor at the Fine Arts Faculty at the University of
the Basque Country and expert in the works of Esther Ferrer, with whom he has also been
close friends since the early 1980s.

The  audiovisual  primarily  focuses  on  Ferrer’s  pioneering  work  in  action  art  and
performance, and particularly on those artistic actions in which geometric and scientific
space figures prominently. It is not a run-of-the-mill documentary as it transcends its pure
form and inches towards the sphere of creation.

Its point of departure is one of the artist’s most unique actions made in 1978 along with her
fellow members of the ZAJ group—Juan Hidalgo and Walter Marchetti—within the context
of  a  collective  event  organised  in  Bologna  (Italy)  by  the  composer  John  Cage  (Los
Angeles, 1912–New York, 1992), perhaps one of the leading referents in Ferrer’s work.

The project, entitled John Cage’s Train. In Search of Lost Silence, takes place over the
course of three days (26, 27 and 28 June) inside a train that departed from Bologna with a
different destination every day.

Ferrer worked in one of the railway cars writing numbers on the ground with chalk and
filling  the  space  with  thread.  She  thus  generated  a  spatial  installation  which  got  the
participating  public  involved  and  traced  a  course  which  interrelated  time  and  its
representation. She entitled this action The Thread of Time.

Forty years later, with this performance as the focal point, Josu Rekalde assembled a team
to spotlight Esther Ferrer as a person and professional from different disciplines such as
audiovisual creation (himself and Begoña Vicario), research and scholarly dissemination
(Raúl Ibáñez and Marta Macho) and cultural management (Patxi Azpillaga). 

With this goal in mind, they asked the artist to reactivate the performance from Italy in
order to use it as the leitmotif of this documentary, which examines her artistic career and
especially its relationship with mathematics and geometry, as well as her radical position
as a woman: “I’m a feminist from when I get up until I go to bed”, claims Ferrer.

Thus, the train—in this case one of the old trains from the Railway Museum of Azpeitia
(Gipuzkoa)—once  again  becomes  the  site  of  a  performance  on  a  real  journey  that
reactivated the memory of  many previous performances,  almost  always related to  the
measurement of time, the measurement of the body, the measurement of age, the gender
perspective and especially the vision of a feminist and artist who has always approached
creation freely.

Esther  Ferrer:  Threads  of  Time is  a  “hybrid”  audiovisual,  somewhere  between
documentary and performance, between record and creation, which uses elements and
techniques common to the documentary (such as archival materials and the inclusion of



recordings  of  Ferrer’s  artistic  practice  and  her  opinions  on  specific  aspects  of  it)
superimposed with animated elements and new creations specifically for the film. In this
sense, in Rekalde’s words, it is not “a historicist, biographical or hagiographic look but is
planned as an interplay of dialogues between present and past, between art and science,
between art and society and between art and its time…”.

It  includes images of  Ferrer  herself  on  the  train  in  the  1978 performance,  along with
animations and graphics created during the editing process, interviews with the artist in
different  locations  around  Bilbao  and  her  Paris  studio,  remakes  of  several  of  her
performances (in conjunction with the performers Inés Bermejo and Ángela Corbacho) and
images from her personal archive.

As the report  on the documentary  states,  its  interest  was not  to  merely  record but  to
“integrate the audiovisual  device into the very development of  the performative action,
such that the new train journey and the threads that Esther unravels within the space of
the  railway  car  activate  the  memory  of  many  previous  works  and  performances  and
become the leitmotifs of her thinking and her way of approaching artistic creation, which is
characterised by the uttermost freedom”.

The soundtrack of this film is by the composer Tom Johnson (Greeley, Colorado, 1939),
Ferrer’s  romantic  partner  with  whom  she  has  shared  her  way  of  addressing  artistic
creation over  the years,  and especially  its  relationship with  mathematics.  In  a  nimble,
effective visual narration, the film offers an intriguing examination of the ideas that have
guided the artist’s work from the late 1960s until today, as well as her commitment to many
of the social concerns of her day, such as feminism.

In short, it is a journey through art in the company of Esther Ferrer, a voyage in which the
painstaking balance between the documentary approach and audiovisual creation seeks to
reach different audiences, both expert and general, who may not be familiar with Ferrer’s
work and can discover it here in a story that seeks to share it.



Director’s note

Esther Ferrer. Threads of time ”, be it documentary, video-art or whatever, does not want to
settle on any genre or discipline. Honoring Fluxus and ZAJ, it wants to be an aesthetic flow
of time with Esther and with the team that have developed this work, Bego Vicario (with
Animation),  Patxi  Azpillaga  (with  management),  Raul  Ibañez  (with  mathematical
discussions ) and Marta Macho (with her vision of feminism in science and the arts).

The  train  is  our  thread  of  time,  it  is  the  place  of  the  documentary,  the  place  of  the
performances and the stories that have run and run along the paths of doing, seeing and
listening. The place where numbers jump from prime to prime with the same fluidity that
Tom Johnson composes his music with mathematics.

In this way we started in Italy in 1978, with “the search for lost silence” or “Alla ricerca del
silenzio perduto il treno di John Cage” which in Italian sounds more beautiful.

The biographical time is intermingled with the real time of the film. Like a performance by
Esther, we mark that time, literally on the screen. First in a subliminal way, then more and
more evident, the numbers relative to the minutes that coincide with the prime numbers
are inscribed. In this way it  is not a documentary about Esther but rather a work with
Esther.

If I have to highlight something from the documentary, it is having learned the courage of a
free  woman capable  of  overcoming  fashions,  flattery  and  criticism.  Making  art  is  like
breathing attending to life and chance. In this work, we have all been influenced by the
work of Duchamp or John Cage, where performances,  sound compositions and many
artistic  pieces  function  as  machines  in  which  the  artist  sets  in  motion  a  series  of
instructions that then work autonomously, always different according to the circumstances
of the place and of the observer.

We have started this train trip for 69 minutes and I hope you will enjoy it with us.



ESTHER FERRER, Donostia - San Sebastián (Spain), 1937 

estherferrer.fr

Foto by Carlos Gil Santa Eugenia

ESTHER FERRER is best known for her performances, which have been her principal
form of artistic expression since 1965, both as a soloist and as a member of the group
ZAJ, until its dissolution in 1996. Her work has always been oriented to ephemeral artistic
action rather than to permanent artistic production. She created, in collaboration with the
painter José Antonio Sistiaga the first  "Workshop for Free Expression,"  in the 60s,  an
activity that was to inspire other similar groups in Spain.

Beginning  in  the  70s,  she  has  also  been  quite  active  in  the  plastic  arts:  reworked
photographs, installations, canvases and constructions based on the prime number series,
Pi and so forth. Her work is a very particular kind of minimalism, which she sometimes
terms "rigorous absurdity".

Esther  Ferrer  has  performed  throughout  Europe  (Yugoslavia,  Poland,  Germany,  Italy,
France,  Switzerland,  Belgium,  Hungry,  Holland,  Denmark,  Norway,  Slovakia,  Bulgaria,
Cheek  Republic,  Spain  etc.),  as  well  as  in  Cuba,  México,  the  United  States,  Mexico,
Japan, Thailand and Korea, Palestine ...

The performance continue to be her principal activity, though she has done many shows in
museums such  as,  Foundation  Miro  (Barcelona  -  Spain),  Centro  de  Arte  Reina  Sofía
(Madrid - Spain), Koldo Mitxelena Kulturonea (San Sebastián - Spain), Centro Andaluz de
Arte Contemporáneo (Sevilla - Spain), Museo de Neufchatel (Neufchatel Suitzerland) as
well  as in the J.  and J. Donguy Gallery, Satellite Gallery,  Lilian Vincy Gallery (Paris –
France), Trayecto Gallery (Vitoria - Spain), Angels (Barcelona- Spain), Trinta (Santiago de



Compostela – Sapin) ,  Altxerri  (San Sebastián – Spain) and Visor (Valencia – Spain),
ARTIUM, (Vitoria - Spain), EsBaluard (Palma de Mallorca – Spain), CGAC Centre Gallego
de Arte  Contemporáneo (Santiago de Compostela  – Spain)  MAC/VAL, Vitry-sur-Seine,
FRAC Bretaghne – Rennes (France), etc.

In 1999 she was one of the two artist representing Spain in the Venice Biennale, in 2008
she recived le Spanish National prize for the Arts and in 2012 the Gure Artea Prize of
Basque Government in 2013 MAV Prize (Mujeres en las Artes Visuales) and in 2014 the
Prize Marie Claire and the Velazquez Prize (International prize in Spain).



Josu Rekalde Izagirre, Amorebieta/Zornotza, 1959

www.josurekalde.com

Josu Rekalde combines artistic creation with his job as professor at the Faculty of Fine
Arts of the University of the Basque Country. His field of work is multidisciplinary although
his best known facet is related to video, sound and new technologies. The topics he deals
with fluctuate from intimacy to the social relationship, from the I to the Other, from the
metalinguistic to the narrative.

His work has been exhibited and spread in numerous places such as The World Wide
Video Festival in The Hague, Holland (1993). Festival of the ZKM of Karlsrue in Germany
(1993), ICA. Spanish video visions. London, (1994), De rand van Europa, Videonale, Bonn
(1994), Museum of Fine Arts of Bilbao (1995), the Museum of Girona (1997), Espace des
Arts de Tolouse (1998),  Aix en Provence (1999) ),  Mappin Gallery of Sheffield (1998),
Saarbrucken film festival (1999), Espace d’Art Contemporani de Castelló (2000), Center
La Panera de Lleida (2004),  Göete Institute of  Rome (2004),  Videokuns aus Spanien.
Kornhaus Forun. Bern. Switzerland (2005). Espacio Menosuno in Madrid (2006), the Na
Solyanke Gallery in Moscow within the framework of the exhibition: Jokes and Nightmares,
Spanish video art from Dalí to the present day (2011), at the Puertas de Castilla Center
«Miradas al Videoarte» (Miradas al Videoarte) ( 2012, «ARTISTS AS CATALYSTS» by Ars
Electronica  at  the  La  Alohondiga  Center  in  Bilbao  (2013),  Proyector  Festival,  Madrid
(2016), Museum of Art and History of Durango (2018), MediaLab Madrid (2018) or MEM,
Experimental Music Festival in Bilbao (2818).

His work Anthropozulo was awarded as one of the best international video creations in the
framework of the ZKM festival  (Zentrum fur  Kunst  und Medientechnologie) in Karlsrue
(Germany) (1993). Works acquired in the La Panera Center of Lleida or in the Espace des
Arts de Tolouse or Arteleku (Diputación de Gipuzkoa). His work as artistic director of the
opera  «Kaiser  von  Atlantis»  (2010),  and  «Apocalypse»  (2017)  is  relevant  and  in  the
outstanding artistic panorama.

He is part of the Research Group of the University of the Basque Country IKERSOINU.
Ikersoinu that investigates the relationship between sound and action, reflecting on the
artistic practices around sound, as well as the performativity of the sound act.

http://www.josurekalde.com/


Larraitz Zuazo, Bilbao, 1980

begirabideoak.eus

Larraitz  Zuazo, Graduate in Audiovisual  Communication and Advertising,  producer and
editor of television programs (mainly for Basque regional television, Euskal Telebista) of
documentaries and video clips. In her documentary work as a director, Nosotras, Mujeres
de  Euskalduna  (2008),  163  days  (2017)  and  Bai,  bagara  (2019)  stand  out.  He  has
mounted and edited the documentary Esther Ferrer. Threads of Time (2020).

http://begirabideoak.eus/
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Jakes Goikoetxea 

Esther Ferrerrek eta Zaj sormen tal-
dekoek 1978an Bolognako (Italia)
tren batean hiru egunez egindako
performancea hartu du abiapuntu-
tzat Josu Rekaldek (Zornotza, Biz-
kaia, 1959), artistarekin Azpeitian
(Gipuzkoa) tren bidaia errepikatze-
ko, eta haren bizitzako hariak doku-
mental batean josteko: Esther Fe-

rrer: hilos de tiempo (Esther Ferrer:
denbora hariak). EHUko Arte Ede-
rren fakultateko katedraduna da
Rekalde, eta Ferrerren laguna. Bil-
boko Arte Ederren Museoan ikusi
ahal da dokumentala, bihar eta hu-
rrengo bi ostiraletan, 19:00etan.
Ferrerren Numeros primos obra
aukeratu duzu argazkirako, Gas-
teizen. Erakundeek artearekiko
duten utzikeriaren erakusle al da?

Lauza batzuk dira, zenbakiekin. Fe-
rrerrek haurrek jolasteko lekua iza-
tea nahi zuen, baina lauzak irrista-
korrak dira, eta batzuk puskatuta
daude. Denei gustatzen zaie inau-
guratzea, baina kostatu egiten da
mantentzea.
Esan izan duzu Hilos de tiempo ez
dela Ferrerri buruzko dokumental
bat. Zer da orduan?
Ferrerrekin egindako dokumental
bat. Erabaki nuen ez egitea doku-
mental historizista bat, baizik eta
berarekin sortuz joatea eta hariak
josiz joatea, bai dokumentalaren
denboraren aldetik, bai bere biogra-
fiaren denboraren aldetik. 
Zor bat kitatzeko modua da? 
Hainbat gauza ikasi ditut, bai Ferre-
rrengandik, bai Tom Johnson musi-
kariarengandik [Ferrerren senarra].
Bizitzeko moduaz eta artearekiko

duten jarreraz, batez ere. Artea bizi-
tzea da haientzat, jarrera bat. 
Ferrer ezezagun handi bat da
oraindik ere?
Bai. 80 urteren bueltan lortu du os-
pea, sariak eman dizkiotenean. Au-
rretik, mundu guztian ibili zen per-
formanceak egiten, baina ez zen
ezaguna, are gutxiago hemen. Arte
munduan ez zeukan aitortzarik.

Garai hartan, Euskal Herrian beti-
koak zeuden: Oteiza eta Txillida.
Performanceak gutxiesten zirela-
ko? Emakumea zelako?  
Kanpoan bizi izan delako ere bai.
Performanceak ez du arrakasta
handirik eduki Euskal Herrian. Ga-
raiak aldatu dira, eta, berak dioen
moduan, emakume artista zaha-
rrak boladan daude. Ferrer feminis-
ta zen duela 30 urte ere. 
82 urterekin, zahartzaroa aldarri-
katzen du, erakusten du, bere gor-
putz biluziaren bidez.
Beti jolastu da denborarekin eta be-
re gorputzarekin. Gorputza norbe-
rak egiten duela dio. Zaharrek ere
gorputza dutela aldarrikatzen du,
zaharren gorputzak baduela zer
esana.
Gaur egun ere apurtzaileak izango
liratekeen performanceak egin zi-
tuen. Aitzindaria izan zen?
Beti eduki du gauza on bat: beti ibili
dela modatik kanpo. Ez die garran-
tzirik eman ez modari, ez kritikari.
Ferrer emakume aske bat da. Ba-
tzuetan, gauza asko apurtu ditu;
egia da performanceak garai batean
gauza asko apurtzen zituela.
Iraupen mugatuko artea da? 
Performancea ez da erraz sartzen
artearen munduan. Ezin da koadro
bat bezala horma batean zintzilika-
tu. Museoek oraindik ez dute Ferrer
ekartzen performance bat egiteko;
erakusketa bat behar dute, geratu-
ko den zerbait, zintzilikatu ahal de-
na. Ez dugu asko aurreratu horre-
tan; materia behar dugu, objektua.

«Emakume
askea da Ferrer»

Josu Rekalde  b EHUko katedraduna

Tren bidaia bat, eta Esther Ferrer artista eta laguna
bidaide. Performance bat, iragana eta oraina
lotzeko hari. Emaitza: dokumental bat, oraindik
askorentzat ezezaguna den artista bati buruz.

JAIZKI FONTANEDA / FOKU

LOTSABAKO

Ferrer EHUko Arte
Ederretako fakul-
tateko irakasle?
Ez. Berak dio per-

formanceez dakie-

na bost minutuan

azaltzen dela.

s
ATZEKOZ AURRERA

Osteguna, 2020ko abenduaren 3a
www.berria.eus
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